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IRr1lSeinslfeiffeej18 year old German who_via_korn and raised near Pranken-
stein, Upper Silesia 50°35', 16e48j. Because , of his mother's membership
in a Nazi organization and his ovn HitlfriCeith membership for two years, he
was arrested by the Poles after the annexation of Silesia and placed in a 'work.
camp near his . native village. Se was a prisoner from September 1945 to 5 April •

1952.. Na impressed the interviewer as a bright young man whose ready response
to questions appeared to testify to'his willingness to cooperate as muCh as
possible.

• I	 •	 .	 •

1.	 As an inmate Of the prison camp for former German Basis. near- Grossalberadorf,
Kitiarrantenatein„ I had planned my escape for a long time. As an only child1
vhose!father was killed in action and 'whose mother had died since World War II,'
I-felt I had very little to lose in spite of the fate which awaited me if I
were apprehended in Poland or Germany. The fact that I would not be completely .
safe even ir Vest Germ:17mo demonstrated to me in early 1950. At that time, -
prisoner Na 1.327 whose name I never knew, • 23 year old German, escaped from
the same prison Clunp and made his way to West Germany. As the stery spread
afterwards :in the prison camp, he was caugnt in West Germ:17*m hunger drove
him to raid 6 farm. The West Germans returned him to East Germany whence he was
sent beck to the prison camp. I saw the men arrive, with bruises allowing serious
mistreatment. Re was subsequently beaten by the Polish prison guards, presumably
interrogated about his flight, and shot. As I understand it, an escapee must be

.able to demonstrate his political opposition to the Eastern regimes to be granted
.'asylum in West Germany, and I am not certain *ether No '1327--or myself, for

 mmtter--could qualify 'in this respect.	 !	 ! • i
• .	 .	

-	 :.
.1	 •	 •	 •	 1•

• Pointing out this ri g (, I should also clarityp'bevever, thst'there more certain .
modifying circumstances. The primohors did not bear any pnrianent marks denoting
'their statUs. ' Prima numbers were not tattooed or otherwise marked on the body
of the prison inmates, but simply vorn on the prisoners' shirts which othervist
resethled work clothes. It vas therefore possible for an escapee to remove all,.
traces of his Imprisonment from his person. Moreover, I found no indication
44 	 Ls	 A4 4.•1 .,!".0	 06,

Presumgbly,l, the chances of a German escaping from Poland to the West were con-
sidered uon-exietent.:
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On 5 AFT	 carried out my escape plan. After being returned to the
fields from lunch at the prison camp, I realized that an opportunity for escape

, offered itself. The guard assigned to our little group was eating his lunch,
.and supervision was at a relative minima. I told my German colleagues that I
:vented to be excused sod ran to a wooded area adjoining the field. Instead of
returning vithinia few minutes, I kept on running through the woods as long as
.I could. Then I;stopped and waited for nightfall. I had no indication, then
or later, that search parties were sent out after me.

	

!	 -	 1
At this point, I had several alternatives for reaching the Polish border.' I
!could head south :and eross into Czechoslovakia. Although this was the shortest
;route out of Poland, I felt that nothing could be gained in this fashion. Saud-
:Lag for the East German border, I could have attempted to make my way westward,
;through the Eulen-Gebirge and Riesen-Gebirge to Goerlitz. I understood however,
that the spas in that general area were crowded!. with Soviet personnel midmost
of the routes therefore strongly patrolled by Soviet security forces. I there-
fore chose a fairly roundabout course where I expected--quite correctly, as it
turned out—tinimene controls.

	

!	 1
It should be understood that I took whatever precautions occurred to me. 'I
marched Only during . nights, hiding and renting during the day. I did. not cross
any major bridges on the assumption that they were controlled; as I did not
attempt to approach any but small bridges over minor, rivers, I had no way .of
determining whether this precaution was necessary in all cases. Moreover, I was
used to a mimimum of food intake and therefore went without food for the entire
period of ten days until I reached the Mast German border, with but one exception.
After several days, I was so wolfram hunger and thirst that I vent to a farm
(Polish$ A.Ike all the farms in the area) and begged for food. If the farmer had
been unfriendly, be could easily , have overpowered me and turned me over to the
authorities. Instead, he gave ma potato soup,- a loaf of bread to eat immedimtely
and a second loaf for the trip. As I spoke German, he might well have inquired
about nar.businemi, but he asked no questions. As on previous occasions, I bad
the impression that the Polish farmers (including the few Byelorussians who were
settled in former Game areas) are by no means enamored.of the new regime and
teed not necessarily be feared by a German traveller. At smother time, 'when I
was already fairly close to the German border, I approached a farmhouse to ask
or food. I was very careful, however, and noticed • man in uniform in the

bousellitherefore gave up any: attempt at contacting anybody and proceeded with
Oak wmpt7: stomach..

In	
!

addition'to the precautions  mentioned above, I vent to stress that I avoided
Major highways 'and roads as much as possible. Even at nighttime, I. felt that
any encounter was potentially risky because of my ignorance of Polish; I there-
fore moved. along footpaths or through fields. As I was dressed as, poor tars-
help, I thought that I would arouse the least suspicion in this fashion. As I
had no maps, I find to depend on road markings for directions. In most cases,
German sign posts are Stilt: in evidence, but frequently the new Polish place
names have been added:: With the elementary knowledge of Polish spelling which
is common among Silesians, I found my way Oven where the signs were in Polish
only.	 '	 '	 !

At first, I foilowed a northerly route. I found the villages north of Franken-
stein only thinly populated. I had to bypass Breslau (Wroclaw) on the vest
because I did not know what checks I might encounter in a city 'which has a large
complement of Soviet troops. I IIVEft the Oder near Dihernfurth 51016 1 , 16043y,
in fact vi*bin eight of the city. The next logical destination 'would have been
Liegnitz iTignica; 51°12 1 , 160125. It was, however, general knowledge among
the Polish population, as we prisoners had gathered from conversations of the
prison guards that the area around Liegnitz was a military area and closed to!
civilians. LSource has no further information on this sObjectg I therefore

•
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crossed the Oder again north of Parchwits 451°17', 16022j and walked westward
• to Began 51°37's 15*195 and Sorauei°38 15°0917. I reached the Noises
River, which in this area forms the order between Poland and But Germany, south
of Forst. gource thought that he crossed 40 to 50 kilometers south of Forst;
in view of the fact that he pursued a generally western course and subseeently
reached Cottbus, it appears that he was closer to Forst than he realizedg

•
The East German-Polish border is quite well guarded, especially on the Polish
side. I had previously. heard, and my experience appeared to confirm, that
Polish double guards patrolled an area of 100 meters, that is to say, they
stsrted, from positions one hundred meters apart, walked up to each other and
returned to their starting points. Moreover, many of the guards were accompanied

. by dogs. I found it impossible to cross on the spot which I first considered
favorahln for a crossing because I heard dogs in the area. I therefore vent
downstream to a point where I noticed a small boat tied up a few yards from the
bank. !I was probably lucky in that this was a rainy night. Apparently, the
guards. there did not have any dogs and did not patrol too regularly. Anyway,

. I 'did not see or hear anybody, jumped into the river, loosened the boat and let
it drift downstream for some distance. Then I steered it as best I could in

! the direction of the German aide and swam a few yards. Vhen I reached the German •
• side, I saw the light of a =Uhl apparently lit by a German VP (People's Police):

border guard, avoided him and another guard nearby who was silhouetted against
• the sky and made my-way through the high grass &y *  from the river. Fortunately,

the German guards did not seem to have any dogs in that area. I had heard a
few stories of border crossings by Germans and took some-clues formy own escape

I. from these stories. It seems that some Germans from near the Polish border cross
• the Neisse at night. They find that their East Marks have a greater value than
the zloty am& therefore buy some goods cheaper on Polish territory. The border
guards are saidito be aware of this traffic and not to interfere very much.
Prom firsthand knowledge, I cannot tell how much of this is actually going on.

I
On the German side, I did not proceed very far; instead I looked for a hiding
place and rested for many hours. By that time, I was in fairly poor condition,
vet, hungry, and quite exhausted. I therefore decided to trust my luck and to
go straight to Cottbus. In the city, I inquired about the location of the Red
Cross and went there. An elderly lady received me. Upon her sympathetic in-
quiries, I toldlier quite truthfully about my escape from the Polish prisoner
camp, but did.. not mention any future plans. It was quite obvious to me that
the lady (the first person in whom I had confided since my flight from the
prison 'camp a week and a half earlier) had Po intention of turning me over to
the authorities. She fed me and provided me with shelter for the night. , %Net

the same, I took no unnecessary chances and left again before daybreak.
;	 .	 •.	 .

I found it quite easy to move around East German cities without any documents;
! I did not encounter any police checks anywhere, and if there were any traps
for unauthorized people like myself, I did not become aware of them. The great
advantage over the trip through Polish territory, of course, was that I now
spoke the language of the local population and could safely inquire about

. places to avoid on ray peregrinations. I learned of several areas which were
• closed to the German civilian population. Even there, the danger of detention
•was not very great. On major and even minor roads, signs in German, Russian,
• rollsapi an U2OCWVOUld say, "liAlti sperregebieti- gtop, closed areal and
indicate a detour. ; These signs themselves were not varied. I was told that
somewhat further alone these roads approaching closed military areas there were
guards posted who had orders to detain the trespasser, but of course I made
sure not to go beyond the signs.

....SECRET
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	11.	 Sperrgebiete /Closed areag about which I was told include the following:

(a) The area of Lebbenem in the Spreewald51.°52 I , 13°5817, where Soviet engineer
troops were located, according to a statement by a German farmer near Cottbus.

The Sonnenberg area 5103)., 1400117, location of briquette nines, where'
Soviet communications troops were believed to be stationed.

Several military areas near Wittenberge g3°00', 1104527 on the banks of the
Ube River, where mountain troops were said to be in training; I know least
about this particular area because I did not come anywhere near it.

• I continued to walk mostly at night, but 1 stayed Closer to the roads now in
, order not to find myself in any Soviet military areas; as far as possible, I

still avoided the in highways. In the cities, I encountered some VP (People's
! Police), most of whom carried carbines. The Germans did not appear to be very
frightened at the sight of this "police", and so I did not always take to my
heels when I saw a VP uniform. I took the following routes Drebkaugl°390,

• 14P1317, Calau &Age, 13°17 (avoiding Senftenberg), Hirchhain 	 381,2.13034g,
Dresden . Plauen 50030% 120 17, Hirschberg an der Seale 50024', 1104y.
had ne Particular impressions or experiences of interest along this route, which
I covered. in just over a week. There were many Soviet troops in evidence in
Dresden and.again in the Hirschberg area.

13.	 I crossed the zonal border from Hirschberg to Hof inbreed daylight. On the
! last German side, the border was patrolled by Soviet guards. 1 had previously
learned that many Germans crossed back and forth at that point within sight of

; Soviet border guards. Most of the time, no action was taken against border
crossers. On certain occasions which were difficult if not Impossible to
predict, the Soviet guards arrested anyone approaching the border from either

; side without proper papers (about which I know nothing). It vas my impression
that it shoed not be too difficult to avoid arrest even in such a contingency.

! Soviet border guards operate from special guard houses which are marked and lit
at night; 1g/feeling was that most illegal border crossers avoided these guard.

, houses, and.that it might be relatively safest to pass near them..-or else to
vat until the arrest waves subsided again. As it vas, I waded through the
Seale river along with many others and was neither challenged nor in any gip-

: parent way in danger of being blocked on the road to freedom.

-1.h.	 In Western Germany, I proceeded oire slowly than at any previous time, earning
food here and there by working for farmers or applying for handouts insignia*
shelters. I did not register in any location by keeping on the move, and
did not relate the story of et/ flight to anyone because of my determination. to

: leave Germany altogether and the impossibility of doing so legally within a
reasonable period of time. After less than one month's stay in Western Germany,
I stowed away on a Pan Arterican Airways Btratoeruleer on the Rhine-Rain airfield
at Frankfurt on 19 May 32, departed on 20 May and landed at Idlewild Inter.
national Airport, New York, on 21 May, 'where I gave myself up to the authorities.

(b)
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